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Appendix: Details on sample
growth and fabrication

The different techniques used in this thesis that involves growth of thin films
and its physical characterization, followed by fabrication into nanoscale
devices are discussed in the appendix.

Physical and chemical treatment of SrTiO3 sub-
strates

SrTiO3 (STO) and Nb-doped SrTiO3 (Nb:STO) single substrates were ob-
tained from Crystec GmbH. Nb:STO substrates of different doping concen-
trations (0.01 – 0.5 wt%) were obtained. The surface of STO/Nb:STO can
be terminated either by SrO or TiO2 sublattices. The as received substrates
contains both the layers and hence the surface will have a mixed termina-
tion. In order to improve the crystal inhomogeneity, the surface of the
substrates are chemically treated initially, to remove the more chemically
unstable SrO sublattices. Hence surface is terminated with TiO2 sublat-
tices. The substrates were cleaned with acetone and isopropyl alcohol and
then kept in deionized water (DI water) for 30 minutes to allow for the
hydration of SrO into Sr(OH)2.

SrO +H2O → Sr(OH)2 (7.1)

Then the substrates were dipped into Buffered Hydrofluoric acid (NH4F
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.1: Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) images of (a) TiO2 terminated sur-
face of SrTiO3 (STO) single crystalline substrate manufactured by Crystec GmbH.
(b) After oxygen annealing at 960oC. The atomically flat terraces shows a terrace
like profile with steps equal 0.4 nm (c-axis lattice constant of STO), (c) After
growth of thin films of SrRuO3 (SRO) by Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) tech-
nique.

buffer) for 30 seconds and again treated with DI water for 20 mins and fi-
nally rinsed with ethanol and blow dried with N2.
For the semiconducting Nb:STO substrates, the samples were immediately

loaded in the main chamber of the electron beam evaporator, for deposi-
tion of the Au (20 nm) / Ni (20 nm) contacts for Schottky devices and
Au(20 nm) / Ni (20 nm) / Al (7Å+ plasma oxidation for 6 mins) for the
tunnel devices. A plasma oxidation was performed in the loadlock of the
electron beam evaporator at a dc current of 200 mA and a Voltage of 300
V right after the deposition of 7ÅAl. For the undoped STO substrates, the
samples were loaded for annealing at 960oC under 15% O2 partial pressure
for allowing a surface reconstruction after chemical treatment that leads to
atomically smooth surface with terraces in the c-axis direction that indi-
cate the out-of-plane lattice constant of 0.4 nm. Then the substrates were
loaded in the chamber of the Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) system for the
growth of SrRuO3 and SrMno3 thin films. The atomic force microscopy
images iin Fig. 7.1 shows the surface topography after (a) TiO2 termina-
tion, (b) O2 Annealing, (c) After deposition of SrRuO3 thin films by Pulsed
laser deposition (PLD).
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Figure 7.2: Schematic of the main chamber of a Pulsed laser deposition (PLD)
system.

Pulsed Laser deposition (PLD)

Among different thin film deposition techniques, Pulsed laser deposition
(PLD) is widely used for the deposition of oxide thin films, where the
growth of the thin films can be controlled to surface roughness down to
atomic scale, that influences the physical and transport phenomenon and
is highly desirable for oxide electronics. The process renders a smooth
transfer of the stoichiometric oxides from the target material to the sub-
strates under ambient conditions of temperature and oxygen pressure. The
process is widely divided into three parts, (i) vaporization of the target
due to the incidence of the Laser pulses, (ii) transport of materials from
the target to the substrate via plasma plume, (iii) Deposition of thin films
on the substrate. The schematic diagram of a PLD chamber is shown below.

Vaporization of target by focusing an energetic Laser beam: The
first process starts by focusing the laser beam on the target material. The
LASER pulses are generated in a UV excimer LASER, KrF with a charac-
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teristic wavelength of 248 nm and a pulse duration of 25 ns. The LASER
pulses are focused into target by guiding the optical path of the LASER
using mirrors and a lens. The most probable energy of the LASER from
its Gaussian distributed is filtered out by a rectangular mask. Thereafter,
by applying an accelerating voltage and changing the distance of the lens
with the respect to the rectangular mask, the energy of the LASER pulses
are defined. The energy over the area of the spotsize of a single LASER
pulse on the target defines fluence (the energy density). The fluence for
the growth of SrRuO3 films was kept to be 1.3 J/cm2 and for the growth
of SrMnO3 films were kept at 1 J/cm2. If the laser energy or the fluence
exceeds certain threshold energy of the target material, significant vapor-
ization of the target material takes place and the material can be ablated
from the target. The ejected materials in the form of ions, makes a plasma
plume that is directed towards the substrate material.

Transport of materials from target to substrates : The plasma
plume generated at the target propagates towards the substrate under an
ambient background oxygen pressure, where the material reacts with phys-
ically and chemically with the background oxygen. This background gas is
needed to compensate for loss of the stoichiometry in the materials that are
ejected from the target. This is highly dependent on the volatility of the
species in the target and hence the background pressure can be different for
the growth of different materials. For SrRuO3 thin films, the background
pressure was kept at 0.125-0.13 mbar, whereas for the growth of SrMnO3

films, the background pressure was deliberately varied from 0.01 -0.2 mbar
(Chapter 5 ).

Deposition of the thin films: In the final stage, the plasma plume (i.e.
the material species from the target) arrives at the surface of the substrates
where it condenses as adatoms and gradually a monolayer of film. The sub-
strates are pasted on a resistive heater, where the substrate is constantly
heated at elevated temperatures to improve crystalline growth. The STO
substrates were heated at 600oC for the growth of SRO thin films and at
900oC for the growth of SMO thin films. Depending on various other pa-
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rameters like the LASER fluence, background oxygen pressure, repetition
rate of the LASER pulses, distance between the target and the substrate
(typically kept constant around 42 mm), the growth kinetics of the de-
posited films may vary. Typically there are three kinds of growth, layer
by layer growth (Frank van der Merve growth), layer by layer followed by
island like growth (Stranski-Krastanov growth), and island like (Volmer-
Weber growth). The island like growth often results in a polycrystalline
growth owing to either the extremities in the growth conditions, or grow-
ing on a substrate with a larger surface roughness. Layer-by layer growth
leads to an epitaxial growth with smoother interfaces. Hence the deposition
parameters as well as the quality of the starting substrates are important
considerations for PLD growth.
The growth was in-situ monitored by Reflection High Energy electron diffrac-
tion (RHEED) method. An accelerated high energy of electrons from a
RHEED gun is incident at a grazing angle of incidence on the substrates.
The lattice parameter of the substrates acts as slits for diffraction in the
reciprocal k-space. The diffracted spots are captured in the 2D phosphor
screen that is connected with a CCD camera. As the high density electron
beam is incident on the surface (penetration depth 10-100 Å) of the sub-
strates during growth, the intensity of the diffracted spots modulates. The
intensity starts to decrease at the beginning, where it reaches minimum
with a half a unit cell growth due to increase in surface roughness. With
continuation of the growth, the intensity of the diffracted spots increases
as a monolayer (i.e. equivalent to one unit cell growth in the c-axis direc-
tion) of the film is completed. The RHEED method is a surface sensitive
technique, and is well suited to monitor layer by layer growth. However,
the intensity modulations display different oscillatory behavior depending
on the different material growth and growth conditions as shown in the
Chapter 5 for SMO thin films and the chapter 6 for SRO thin films.

The PLD system in our lab is manufactured by Twente Solid State Tech-
nology (TSST) that comprises of an excimer LASER of UV wavelength
248 nm. The most probable energy in the Gaussian distribution was fil-
tered by a rectangular mask. The energy fluence used to deposit the thin
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films mentioned in this thesis ranges from 1-2 J/cm2. The background
oxygen pressure was maintained around 0.01-0.13 mbar for SMO and SRO
thin films respectively. The substrates were heated upto 900oC, that is
the maximum limit with the resistive heaters used during the growth. An
electron beam source of accelerating voltage of 30 kV and emitter current
of 1.45 mA was used to observe the RHEED intensity spots. A schematic
of a typical PLD set up is shown in Fig. 7.2.

Electron Beam Evaporation

In order to deposit thin films of metallic contacts and oxide ultrathin tun-
nel barriers, the Temescal thin film coater (TFC-2000) was used. It is a
deposition technique that rely on the electron beam that is focussed on the
target polycrystalline metals using a magnetic field, thereafter the metals
are evaporated and gets deposited on the substrates. The metallic atoms
and ions travels after successive collisions and condense on the substrates.
A Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) was used to determine the thick-
ness of the metallic layers deposited. The TFC system consists of eight
crucibles that are cooled with constant water supply in the chamber, where
the pressure vary from 1×10−7−1×10−6 mbar. The metals are deposited
at relatively faster rate of 1Å/s. For the growth of oxide tunnel barriers
and CoO as discussed in the chapter 3, a metallic layer of Al or Co with
thickness ranging from 7Å - 1 nm were deposited, followed by a dc plasma
oxidation in the loadlock (bell jar) of the system. The oxidation was per-
formed at a pressure of 100 mbar of oxygen flow with a constant dc voltage
of 300 V and a dc current of 200 mA for 6 mins. Also, for the Pt Hall
bar fabricated on SrMnO3 as shown in the chapter 5, Pt of 7 nm thick
was also grown using electron beam evaporation, in two step processes: (i)
deposition of 3 nm with 0.5Å/s, (ii) 4 nm Pt with 1Å/s.
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Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

The surface topography of thin films and the STO substrates were imaged
using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). An AFM set up consists of an
atomically sharp tip attached to a cantilever that detects forces between
the tip and sample surface. A typical AFM set up consists of five parts,
viz. (i) cantilever and tip , (ii) a laser, (iii) a four quadrant photodetector,
(iv) XYZ piezoscanner and (v) a feedback control mechanism.
The initial step is to bring the AFM tip in close proximity (i.e subnanometer
distance) with the sample surface. This is achieved by the stepper motors
for coarse motion of the tip and the piezoelectric scanner. As the tip is
placed near the surface of the sample, different forces are experienced by the
tip that is modelled by Lenard-Jones. At a separation of 10 nm, attractive
van der Waals forces dominate and with further decrease in the distance, a
repulsive force dominates around 1Å. As the tip is scanned horizontally in
the x-y plane, changes in the surface topography of the samples, changes
the force experienced by the tip. This deforms the cantilever from its initial
position causing a movement perpendicular to the surface. The tip-surface
distance can be adjusted by constant force and fixing the z-direction of the
cantilever. As the tip scans the surface of the sample, the topography is
imaged as shown in Fig.
The common modes for imaging using the conducting AFM are the tapping
mode and the contact mode. For the latter mode, the tip is brought in
contact with the sample surface and the repulsive force acts on the tip
from the sample. However, contact mode can also cause damage to the
sample surface and the tip. In this thesis, the AFM images were taken
using the tapping mode. In tapping mode, the tip is brought in close
proximity to the sample surface and the cantilever is driven to oscillate at
or near the resonant frequencies by piezoactuator. Such resonance can be
detected either by amplitude detection or frequency detection. In either of
the cases Z-piezo is adjusted so that the tip spends less time in contact and
hence, less susceptible to damages.
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X-ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a widely used technique for understanding of
the crystalline structures and lattice constants in materials. For thin films,
the 2θ − ω scan using an X-ray diffractometer, gives information of the
out-of-plane (c-axis) lattice constant of the deposited films. Such scans
were shown in the Chapter 5 and 6 for deposited films of SMO and SRO
respectively using PLD. The appearance of the films peaks in the 2θ − ω
scan alongwith the substrate peaks, indicate the type of epitaxial strain
across their interfaces and their respective lattice constants. Such scans
are performed using a diffractometer from Panalytical. This kind of instru-
ment consist of a collimator, where a parallel x-ray beam is incident on the
surface of the film ( the sample), and a detector for detecting the reflected
beams. The diffraction involves reflection of the parallel lattice planes due
to incident X-ray beams at an angle ω with the surface. This angle changes
with the rotation of the collimator around an axis normal to the film plane.
The diffracting plane parallel to the film follow Bragg’s law of diffraction
given by :

sinθ =
nλ

2d
(7.2)

where, θ is the angle between the detector and the sample plane, d is the
separation of the lattice planes and λ is the wavelength of the X-ray beam.
In our experiments, the incident angle of the X-ray beam is kept at θ = ω.
The intensity of the diffracted beam is measured at an angle 2θ with the
incident beam. A constructive interference causes the intensity of the peaks
to occur periodically as the sample is rotated.

Magnetic property measurement system

The bulk magnetic properties of the thin films described in this thesis
are measured by Quantum Design Magnetic Property Measurement Sys-
tem (MPMS). MPMS consists of a Superconducting magnet- MPMS XL-7
SQUID (superconducting quantum intereference device). This is used to
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measure the magnetic dipole moment of the sample as a function of tem-
perature and magnetic field. The magnetic field can be swept from +7 to
-7 T. The main component of MPMS are SQUID, the detection coils, a
cryostat and a heater assembly forming a part of the of the temperature
controller. The pick-up coils are inductively coupled to the SQUID sensor
by a superconducting transformer. The sample stick is moved up and down
by a motor to capture magnetic flux from the detection coils. The alter-
nating signal from the SQUID is detected in terms of alternating voltage
which is processed to magnetic moments in the units of emu.

Device Fabrication

The fabrication of the devices with three terminal (3T) Schottky/tunnel
contacts on Nb-doped SrTiO3 (Nb:STO) as shown in the schematic in Fig.
3.2 in chapter 3 and also Pt Hall bar on SrMnO3 thin films were performed
using UV lithography. The fabrication steps are as follows (Fig. 3.2 in
chapter 3 for further illustration) :

• Patterning of 3T Ni and Ni/AlOx contacts with junction areas ranging
from 50 - 200 µm2 on Nb:STO by using UV lithography.

• Ar-ion etching of the 3T contact pillars using an Oxford Ionfab 300 Ion
beam etcher at MESA+ Institute for Nanotechnology at University
of Twente. The etching was done by my colleagues Eric de Vries and
Arjan Burrema.

• Isolating the 3T pillars from each other by fabrication of an insulating
pad using UV lithography and deposition of 120 nm Al2O3 using
electron beam evaporation.

• Fabrication and deposition of ohmic contacts of Ti (30 nm) / Au (120
nm) by UV lithography and electron beam evaporation respectively.

For the Pt/SMO hybrids as discussed in the chapter 5, 7 nm thick
Pt was deposited by electron beam evaporation after fabrication of
a Hall bar using UV lithography. A two step deposition with a rate
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Figure 7.3: Optical image of the three terminal (3T) contacts on Nb-doped SrTiO3

(Nb:STO) with junction area ranging from 50× 200 to 200× 300µm2.

of 0.5 Å/s and 1 Å/s were performed as discussed in the ’Electron
Beam Evaporation’ section. A second UV step was performed for the
deposition of Ti (5 nm) / Au (20 nm) contact pads. The photoresist
used for coating the samples using spin-coater is 906/12, that is 1.2
µm thick. The developer used after the UV lithography step is OPD-
4262 and deionized (DI) water . The optical image of a 3T device
and a Pt Hall bar is shown in the Fig. 7.3.
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